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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this essay is to trace Walker Percy's 
argument against the dangers of naive apocalyptic thinking 
in his novel Love in the Ruins: The Adventures of a Bad
Catholic at a Time Near the End of the World (1971). This 
naive apocalyptic thinking is apparent in Dr. Thomas More, 
the protagonist of the novel, and in Percy's portrayal of 
American society.
Dr. More uses the threat of the end of the world as a 
means of transcending his mundane and inauthentic existence. 
He does not experience real or imagined endings; therefore, 
he imposes his own sense of order onto his world. More 
falls prey to a kind of naive apocalyptic thinking which 
influences his efforts to bring about the end of the fallen 
state of mankind with his scientific invention, the 
lapsometer.
Like Dr. More, America considers itself to have a 
millennial mission to establish God's kingdom on earth.
This obsessive determination to create an American Eden has 
resulted in an imposition of order without regard for the 
consequences or for God's work and time.
Percy criticizes the arrogance of Dr. More and the 
larger American society that naively imposes a sense of 
order and endings on a universe Percy believes only God can 
control. Percy argues that when human beings have faith in 
a human-made order rather than in God's plan working itself 
out, we can cause danger and destruction.
As an alternative to naive apocalyptic thinking, Percy 
calls us to adopt a religious orientation in which we see 
ourselves as wayfarers open to the possibility of faith in 
God even in the midst of uncertainty.
In Love in the Ruins Percy uses an open-ended narrative 
structure that attempts to defer endings and shock his 
readers out of a posture at the novel's end that makes 
narrative structure, like naive apocalypses, a wish­
ful fillment. He deliberately thwarts the reader's 
expectations of an end in order to reiterate his message 
that we, like Dr. More and American society, must accept the 
uncertainties of everyday life.
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NAIVE APOCALYPTIC THINKING AND FAITH:
WALKER PERCY'S USE OF ENDINGS IN LOVE IN THE RUINS.
INTRODUCTION
Walker Percy*s third novel, Love in the Ruins; The 
Adventures of a Bad Catholic at a Time Near the End of the 
World (1971) met with mixed reviews. Some critics hailed it 
as "this year's Big Novel about America," Percy's "most 
ambitious" novel, one that "demands consideration as a major 
work," while others suggested that "something seems to have 
gone badly wrong with Love in the Ruins", that it "fails to 
bring the immediate future to life as either drama or 
farce."1 The novel represents, however, a departure from 
the theme, structure and tone of Percy's first novels, The 
Moviegoer (1960) and The Last Gentleman (1966), both of 
which trace a protagonist's philosophical search for meaning 
in an absurd world and recall in their plot and style 
European novels such as Camus's The Stranger and Sartre's 
Nausea.
Love in the Ruins, with its apocalyptic urgency and its 
satiric tone, has proven to be a turning point in Percy's 
writing. In Love in the Ruins. Percy introduces themes, 
social criticism and narrative techniques that he will 
develop to varying degrees in the novels written after Love 
in the Ruins: Lancelot (1977), The Second Coming (1980), The 
Thanatos Syndrome (1987). In these novels, Percy concerns 
himself with the catastrophe of the end of the world as a
2
3means of our transcending the predicament in which we find 
ourselves. We do not come into contact with real or 
imagined endings in our experience, and thus we impose our 
own sense of endings and order onto our world. We read 
symbols as absolutes, and we control a world beyond human 
understanding through scientific theorizing and political 
agendas. This belief in endings and order characterizes the 
kind of naive apocalyptic thinking Percy satirizes in his 
novels. Percy criticizes the arrogance of individuals, the 
scientific community, and the larger American society that 
naively impose a sense of order and endings on a universe 
Percy believes to be created and ordered by God. Percy 
argues that when human beings have faith in a human-made 
order rather than in God's plan working itself out, they can 
cause danger and destruction. As an alternative to naive 
apocalyptic thinking, Percy calls us to adopt a religious 
orientation in which we see ourselves as wayfarers open to 
the possibility of faith in God even in the midst of 
uncertainty.
This progression of ideas is evident in Percy's 
characterization of the protagonist of Love in the Ruins.
Dr. Thomas More. In the opening of the novel, More's 
perspective is that of the naive apocalyptic thinker. By 
the novel's conclusion, he has achieved a state of grace 
through faith in God and an acceptance of the tentative 
nature of existence. The purpose of this essay is to trace
4in Love in the Ruins the development of Percy’s argument 
against the dangers of naive apocalyptic thinking as it 
manifests itself in Dr. More and in Percy's satire of 
American society, and to explore the open-ended narrative 
technique which Percy employs to reinforce his theme.
CHAPTER I
CATASTROPHE AND FAITH
In all of Walker Percy's novels written since 1971, the 
threat of the end of the world has been the common 
denominator. His characters, Dr. Thomas More, Lancelot 
Lamar, and Will Barrett are obsessed with preparations for 
what they view as the end of their worlds. Even his choice 
of titles, Love in the Ruins. The Second Coming and The 
Thanatos Syndrome suggests a future apocalypse when the 
world as we know it will end in destruction. Love in the 
Ruins, the most vividly apocalyptic of the four novels is 
set in the "Post Modern Age" of the 1980s in the "dread 
latter days of the old violent beloved U.S.A. and of the 
Christ-forgetting, Christ-haunted death-dealing Western 
world."2 With the use of apocalyptic settings and themes, 
Percy creates in his novels a sense of foreboding. The 
reader receives little comfort from these scenes and is left 
instead with a feeling of impending doom.
It would appear that Percy's fictional strategy works 
to shock the complacent reader and impel him or her to look 
more critically at his or her existence. Percy tells us 
that he uses the apocalypse to capture the reader's 
attention. He writes: "Perhaps it is only through the
conjuring up of catastrophe, the destruction of all Exxon 
signs, and the sprouting of vines in the church pews, that
5
6the novelist can make vicarious use of catastrophe in order
that he and his reader may come to themselves."3 The threat
of the end of the world jolts Percy's characters out of
their "inauthenticity” and "everydayness," aspects of
modern society that he, like the existentialists,
criticizes, and prompts them to search for meaning and for
communion with fellow human beings.
Percy's use of existential terms like "inauthenticity"
and "everydayness" as well as his study of European
existentialists has been the topic of numerous critical
studies.4 Percy is probably influenced most by S0ren
Kierkegaard, whose criticism of the inauthenticity of
nineteenth-century Danish society has much in common with
Percy's portrayal of contemporary America. Like
Kierkegaard before him, Percy believes that humans are
afflicted with malaise and abstraction that make them what
French philosopher Gabriel Marcel calls "wayfarers" and
castaways who are unconnected with other human beings and
with God.5 There is little in ordinary human experience
that can remedy the longing we have for an authentic
existence. In his essay entitled, "The Man on the
Train,"(1956) Percy argues:
It is only in the event of a disaster, the wreck 
of the eight-fifteen, that one is enabled to 
discover his fellow commuter as a comrade; thus 
the favorite scene of novels of good will in the 
city: the folk who discover each other and help
each other when disaster strikes. (Do we have 
here a clue to the secret longing for the Bomb and
7the Last Days? Does the eschatological thrill 
conceal the inner prescience that it will take a 
major catastrophe to break the partition?)6
Only an event so devastating as the threat of the end of the
world can direct people towards relationships with their
fellow commuters, and it is perhaps only after disaster that
men and women turn to God and are open to the possibility of
faith.
Thus we gain some insight into Percy*s use of 
apocalypse in his novels: the threat of the end of the world 
and of catastrophe leads characters to awareness and opens 
the door to faith. From the characters* experience with 
catastrophe emerges a new life of hope and optimism. At the 
conclusion of Percy's apocalyptic novels, after the 
catastrophe has been averted, his protagonists seem further 
along in personal relationships and further along the way 
towards salvation. Percy's formula in which catastrophe 
leads to awareness and salvation seems simple enough? 
however, if we stop at this surface reading of the 
apocalypse as it appears in Percy's novels, we neglect the 
complex issues he presents to us about the difficulties of 
living a Christian life in the modern world and the 
problematic nature of apocalyptic endings.
The modern age has been marked by its lack of faith in 
ultimate things. The Existentialist denies that any 
ultimate truths, even a God, exist. It was Friedrich 
Nietzsche who proclaimed, "God is dead."7 What Nietzsche
8and other existentialists argue is that the modern person 
has no connection with God and therefore no connection with 
his or her beginnings in the past. Nor does a clearcut 
relationship to the future and his or her end exist.8 In 
his influential work entitled The Sense of an Ending. (1967) 
Frank Kermode treats at length the modern sense of endings. 
He suggests that we exist "in the middest."9 Our origins, 
whether we believe them to be biblical or evolutionary, are 
both imaginary and remote from our situation. Our endings 
are equally remote and never actually take place.
Because of the modern lack of faith in beginnings and 
endings, human beings feel marooned. Men and women are 
stranded somewhere in the middle of time, waiting for 
something to happen. In his 1959 essay entitled "The 
Message in the Bottle," Percy writes that modern man is "a 
stranger, a castaway, who despite a lifetime of striving to 
be at home on the island is as homeless now as he was the 
first day he found himself cast upon the beach."10 Jean- 
Paul Sartre, a French existentialist, describes the modern 
predicament as he saw it in 1948: "Everything is indeed
permitted if God does not exist, and man is in consequence 
forlorn, for he cannot find anything to depend upon either 
within or outside himself...."11 Percy's early protagonists 
reflect the existential problem; they are wayfarers. Binx 
Bolling and Kate Cutrer, the main characters of Percy's 
first novel, The Moviegoer (1960), are always aware of the
9abyss that yawned at their feet” (MG 91). In The Last 
Gentleman (19 66), Will Barrett "is like a man who has just 
crawled out of a bombed building. Everything was strange" 
(LG 17) .
Like Percy1s characters, we are both skeptical and 
uncertain about our future. Yet, in spite of our skepticism 
or perhaps because of our it— and its creation of longing—  
we need dependable beginnings, middles, and endings. We 
need order imposed on our world.
Percy's response to the modern predicament in his 
fiction is paradoxical. On the one hand, Percy, influenced 
by his study of European existentialists, sees existence in 
a modern world as absurd. In "The Delta Factor," Percy asks, 
"Why is the good life which men have achieved in the 
twentieth century so bad that only news of world 
catastrophes, assassinations, plane crashs, mass murders can 
direct one from the sadness of ordinary mornings?"12 Percy 
uses this paradox and many others throughout his novels to 
turn a complacent upper-middle class society upside-down. 
What the culture has accepted as the standard of happiness 
and success Percy considers hopeless and empty. Bad 
environments, in turn, are good, and breeches of conduct 
represent an improvement over insincerity and apathy. The 
sane are portrayed as insane, and "the mad as the only sane 
in a mad world."13
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On the other hand, Percy is a Christian. Percy writes:
As it happens, I speak in a Christian context.
That is to say, I do not conceive it my vocation 
to preach the Christian faith in a novel, but as 
it happens, my world view is informed by a certain 
belief about man's nature and destiny which cannot 
fail to be central to any novel I write.
Christian doctrine asserts that the end of this world will
usher in a new world, the kingdom of God. The Christian
longs for the end of the world, praying, "Thy kingdom come;
thy will be done..."? but to Christians it seems that the
millennium, the end of this world, never comes. The
Christian novelist therefore is faced with a dilemma:
"...though he professes a belief which he holds saves
himself and the world and nourishes his art besides, it is
also true that Christiandom seems in some sense to have
failed."15
Although Percy writes from the Christian perspective, 
his novels point to his rejection of what Kermode calls the 
"naive apocalypse," which for Percy is the idea that humans 
can interfere in God*s work and time and bring about the 
end.16 According to the perspective of naive apocalyptic 
thinking, the ushering in of a new world proves, in essence, 
the existence of an omnipotent God with a master plan and a 
universal order; therefore, some Christians even work to 
bring about the end so that they may have a new life in 
God's heavenly kingdom. If the end comes and order is 
established, then Christians may prove their faith? if
11
however, the end never comes, then Christians are left 
questioning their faith.
This crisis of faith coming upon the discovery that the 
world does not end characterizes the modern predicament as 
Percy sees it. In his essay, "The Man on the Train," (1956) 
Percy raises an important question about order and its 
relationship to endings. What would happen if the end never 
took place?:
The Bomb would seem sufficient reason for anxiety; 
yet as it happens the reverse is the truth. The 
contingency 'What if the Bomb should fall?' is not 
only not a cause of anxiety in the alienated man 
but is one of his few remaining refuges from 
it...the old authentic thrill of the Bomb and the 
Coming of the Last Days...the heart's desire of 
the alienated man is to see vines sprouting 
through the masonry. The real anxiety question, 
the question no one asks because no one wants to, 
is the reverse; What if the Bomb should not fall?
What then?17
Without catastrophe man is left, "afflicted as he is with 
his feelings of uprootedness, estrangement, anxiety," and 
without endings brought on by catastrophe, the world has no 
order.18 That possibility terrifies us because, as Percy 
argues in his writing, it is only through catastrophe that 
man may "come to himself," enter meaningful relationships 
with other human beings and perhaps with God, and therefore 
transcend his predicament. Without the possibility of 
endings there is no way out of the crisis of inauthenticity 
and everydayness. As Will Barrett comments in The Last 
Gentleman. "The analyst had got it all wrong. It was not 
the prospect of the Last Days which depressed him but rather
12
the prospect of living through an ordinary Wednesday
morning" (LG 2 6). It is only through his belief in
catastrophe that Will is able to transcend his malaise, the
"inauthenticity" and abstraction of everyday life and find
significance in his existence.
Because a world with no order, no beginnings, middles,
or ends terrifies us, we create endings and hurl ourselves
headlong into times of doom and destruction. Kermode
suggests that "we project our existential anxieties on to
history."19 He argues, "There is a real correlation between
the ends of centuries and the peculiarity of our
imagination, that it chooses always to be at the end of an
era."20 In Love in the Ruins. Tom More says:
This morning, hauling up a great unclassified 
beast of a fish, I thought of Christ coming again 
at the end of the world and how it is that in 
every age there is the temptation to see signs of 
the end and that, even knowing this, there is 
nevertheless some reason, what with the spirit of 
the new age being the spirit of watching and 
waiting, to believe that-.
(LR 365)
More suggests that humans have a way of viewing the present 
that is end-directed.
This tendency of humans to look for endings creates a 
dangerous type of thinking. Because the crisis never erupts 
and results in catastrophe, humans must modify or adjust 
their prediction of doom and destruction, altering their 
outlook of the world. Kermode writes, "The great majority 
of interpretations of Apocalypse assume that the end is
13
pretty near.... Consequently the historical allegory is 
always having to be revised; time discredits it. And this 
is important. Apocalypse can be disconfirmed without being 
discredited.1,21 Humans must adjust their point of view 
because the end does not come. Facing this reality men and 
women run the risk of turning what Kermode calls fictions 
into myths. "Fictions," Kermode writes, "are for finding 
things out, and they change as the needs of sense-making 
change." Myths, on the other hand, are more dangerous 
because, "myth operates within the diagrams of ritual, which 
presupposes total and adequate explanations of things as 
they are and were; it is a sequence of radically 
unchangeable gestures."22 If men and women turn fiction 
into myth, they turn what is conditional and changing about 
our existence into the absolute.
A close examination of Percy*s novels suggests that he 
views the turning of fictions into absolutes as a 
potentially dangerous form of apocalyptic thinking. When 
men and women accept the absolute unconditionally, the myth 
"tends like prophecy to shape a future to confirm it."23 
Love in the Ruins and the novels that follow investigate the 
danger of myth shaping the future in order to confirm its 
reality. In Percy's darkest novel Lancelot (1977), the 
protagonist, Lancelot Lamar, allows his jealousy over his 
wife's adultery to consume him to the point that he 
engineers the destruction of his home, "Belle Isle," and
14
kills his wife and her lover. Afterwards, from his room in 
an asylum, Lancelot predicts that there will be a period of 
"catastrophe ... whether by war, bomb, fire or just decline 
and fall. Most people will die or exist as the living dead" 
(L 38). From this calamity, Lancelot foresees "the making 
of a new life" with Anna, the victim of a brutal gang rape 
who is presently confined in a cell next to him. He 
envisions them living together as pioneers, both of them 
"stripped of the past, each aware that the end has come and 
that there had to be a new beginning" (L 272).
Lance yearns to return to a state of innocence from 
which man has been exiled, a utopia of his own imagination. 
He envisions life as an apocalypse and sees himself as the 
agent of revelation. "He will bring about the millennium," 
writes Lewis Lawson of Lancelot, "and if God wants any of 
the credit, He had better hop on the band wagon."24 Through 
Lancelot, Percy seems to be arguing that when man attempts 
to facilitate endings, when he tries to interfere in the 
realm of time which is not his but God's, he has the 
potential for vast destruction.
Significantly, Percy's fictional apocalypses engineered 
by characters like Lancelot never come about. This absense 
of apocalyptic endings shows a conscious attempt by Percy to 
avert disaster. In an essay written in 1967 after The Last 
Gentleman and before Love in the Ruins entitled "Notes for a 
Novel About the End of the World," Percy writes:
15
A serious novel about the destruction of the
United States and the end of the world should
perform the function of prophecy in reverse. The 
novelist writes about the coming end in order to 
warn about present ills and so avert the end.25
Percy wants to avert the end in his novels in order to offer 
an alternative way of life. In this respect, his novels 
become vehicles for faith, what in his essay "The Message in 
the Bottle" Percy calls "news from across the seas."26 
Instead of combating the "everydayness" of modern life 
through apocalyptic efforts to prove God's existence, Percy 
argues that Christians are called to live and accept their
position in "the middest," to borrow Kermode1s term. Any
attempt to combat our sense of timelessness is futile, or 
worse, potentially destructive. Instead, man must 
accomplish what for Kierkegaard was a "leap of faith," a 
leap into the absurd, believing in God's plan working itself 
out, despite all indications of the opposite.27 In 
Kierkegaardian terms borrowed by Percy, "The Christian 
faith...— the news from across the seas— is an embrace of 
the Absolute Paradox as such, a setting aside of reason, a 
credo cruia absurdum est. . .. Faith is not a form of 
knowledge."26
For Kierkegaard, however, faith also involves total 
subjectivity, complete exile from the community of other 
humans and therefore inevitably includes suffering in 
isolation. Percy diverges from Kierkegaard on the issue of 
a subjective faith. Faith for Percy is a piece of news told
16
by a newsbearer and accepted by a hearer, the castaway. It 
involves not only faith, "the news from across the seas" 
which is different from knowledge and "island news," but 
also a communication between the newsbearer, an apostle of 
sorts, and the hearer, a man or woman who recognizes his or 
her predicament.29 At the heart of Percy's idea of faith is 
intersubjectivity. Intersubjectivity is the opposite of 
inwardness; it demands communion with other humans. And 
thus in order to have a genuine religious orientation, 
Percy's characters must not only achieve a leap of faith but 
also develop what Jewish existentialist Martin Buber calls 
an "I-Thou" posture in which the "I" does not view other 
human beings as objects or an "It." Instead humans develop 
relationships with others in which the persons exists in 
mutuality and establish a genuine dialogue.30 Percy's 
novels are therefore in Percy's own words, "a triumphant 
reversal of alienation through [their] re-presenting...an 
aesthetic victory of comradeliness, a recognition of plight 
in common."31
CHAPTER II 
LOVE IN THE RUINS
Percy*s most striking portrayal of the dangers of naive 
apocalyptic thinking and the Christian alternative to modern 
forlornness through faith and intersubjectivity appears in 
Love in the Ruins (1971). As in other Percy novels, 
catastrophe leads to awareness and faith in Love in the 
Ruins. Catastrophe helps the protagonist, Dr. Thomas More, 
a psychiatrist and a lapsed Catholic, "come to himself." 
Fighting to overcome the lasting grief of his daughter's 
death, his first marriage's subsequent dissolution, followed 
by his first wife's death, and the decline of a successful 
practice, More cannot cope with everyday life. Instead of 
treating patients, More listens to Mozart's Don Giovanni. 
drinks bourbon, and watches wrens. He involves himself with 
three women at once, all equally beautiful and satisfying, 
and yet unsatisfying because they leave him longing for his 
ex-wife. More describes himself as "suffering simultaneous 
depressions and exhaustions, assaulted at night by longing, 
succubi, and ...in the morning by terror of an unknown 
origin" (LR 92). According to Kierkegaardian terms, More 
lives in the aesthetic realm, in which he craves one 
pleasure after another but is never satisfied. More says, 
"My life is a longing, longings for women, for the Nobel
17
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Prize, for the hot bosky bite of bourbon whiskey, and other 
great heart-wrenching longings that have no name" (LR 22) .
More relates to people, especially women, as objects to 
be observed, on a level Martin Buber calls the "I-It" 
relationship. His way of viewing women as objects is in 
part what breaks up his marriage with Doris after their 
daughter's death. More does not share his grief with Doris, 
and he does not take her grief and spiritual searching 
seriously. He enjoys her sexuality and regards her as a 
means of fulfilling his desires: "Lately her mournful
spirituality had provoked in me the most primitive 
impulses" (LR 64). When Doris complains that they do not 
relate, More says, "I'd like to relate now," to which she 
replies, "I know, I know. That's how you see it...as 
physical" (LR 63).
Furthermore, he seems to know very little about the 
women he dates. None of the women is described as a human 
being with ideas, feelings and responses. Instead, More 
notices details about their physical appearenee with the 
same keen eye for details a doctor has when he or she 
observes a patient during a physical examination. He 
envisages Moira "standing barefoot in her slip at the 
washstand, legs planted far apart and straight, even a bit 
past straight, so that the pad at the back of her knees 
stands out as firm as rubber" (LR 13). Lola, his "lovely 
cellist," he sees "playing the Dvorak concerto, hissing the
19
melody with her tongue against her teeth, straddling the
cello with her splendid knees" (LR 13). Ellen, his
"voluptuous Presbyterian nurse," he thinks of "as having her
fists planted on her hips, as they used to say, akimbo" (LR
13). Because More views these women only as objects, he
cannot have a genuine fellowship with them, and it is his
lack of communion with others that contributes to More’s
sense of inauthenticity and everydayness.
Hence, the possibility of catastrophe, the possibility
that the world will end, thrills More, for it gives him a
new occupation that combats the everydayness of life. He
has experienced catastrophe before, when he attempted
suicide, and he knows the consequences of catastrophe. It
makes him embrace life; as the European existentialists
argue, it provides an inauthentic modern existence with
authenticity. More remembers his suicide attempt: "One
morning— was it Christmas morning after listening to Perry
Como?— my wrists were cut and bleeding. Seeing the blood, I
came to myself, saw myself as its self and the world for
what it is? and began to love life" (LR 92). He then prays:
Dear God, I can see it now -why can't I see it 
other times, that it is you I love in the beauty 
of the world and in all the lovely girls and dear 
good friends, and it is pilgrims we are, wayfarers 
on a journey, and not pigs nor angels. Why can I 
not be merry and loving like my ancestor, a gentle 
pure-hearted knight for our Lady and our blessed 
Lord and Savior? Pray for me, Sir Thomas More.
(LR 104)
Catastrophe, in this case, the threat of the end of his 
life, shocks More and causes him to see his world and his
20
life in a critical light. It also provides a momentary 
encounter with God through prayer. Catastrophe gives More 
the sense of an order and purpose ordinarily elusive in 
everyday life; therefore, when the end of the world poses a 
threat, More reacts almost gleefully. He says, "A 
catastrophe, however, has both pleasant and unpleasant 
aspects familiar to everyone though no one likes to admit 
the pleasantness" (LR 6). He stocks up in preparation for 
the end of the world, renovating the old Howard Johnson's 
Hotel and turning it into a bomb shelter of sorts where he 
and three women will weather the storm. It is an action 
which conquers his sense of everydayness and malaise.
The impending crisis succeeds in bringing More fully 
"to himself." While More prepares for the end of the world, 
he also sees a need to treat his own malaise.
"Psychiatrist," he says, "heal thyself” (LR 71). In the 
midst of apocalypse, More evaluates his own life. He enters 
the Kierkegaardian sphere of the ethical wherein he takes on 
duties and responsibility for others. This change in More 
is best exemplified by his defense of Mr. Ives against Dr. 
Buddy Brown at the end of the year medical lecture in the 
Pit. At first More is concerned about saving face in a 
debate he is sure to lose, but then he makes a conscious 
change to an ethical point of view. He says, "The thing to 
do, it occurs to me halfway down into the pit, is to 
concern myself with the patient and what ails him, and
21
forget the rest” (LR 208). By the end of the novel, More 
has rejected the aesthetic sphere, his racy yet solitary 
code of bachelor ethics, and settled down with Ellen 
Oglethorpe, a sturdy Presbyterian nurse, and the only 
Christian of More's three women.
Together, they begin again with "fundamental changes" 
(LR 327). Implicit in their new life is More's renewed 
faith in the Catholic Church. Percy concludes his novel 
with More's move into the religious sphere with his 
confession to the parish priest Father Smith: "Bless me,
Father, for I have sinned.... I accuse myself of 
drunkenesses, lusts, envies, fornifications, delight in the 
misfortunes of others and loving myself better than God and 
other men" (LR 373). With confession placed behind him,
More is able to take the advice Father Smith gives him and 
put things into perspective. Smith says, "Forgive me but 
there are other things we must think about: like doing our
jobs, you being a better doctor, I being a better priest, 
showing a bit of ordinary kindness to people, particularily 
our own families...— doing what we can for our poor unhappy 
country— things which, please forgive me, sometimes seem 
more important than dwelling on a few middle-aged daydreams" 
(LR 376). At peace with this new manifestation, More 
settles down to enjoy the winter's evening with Ellen, "at 
home in bed where all good folk belong" (LR 379).
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An important aspect of More1s new life and his faith is 
intersubjectivity, the "I-Thou" relationship he has achieved 
through his marriage with Ellen. The "I-Thou" relationship 
reconciles More to the tentative nature of existence. He is 
not floundering through life without a purpose. Instead,
Tom and Ellen More work together to rebuild More's failing 
medical practice and to establish a pleasant yet humble life 
for themselves and their two children. They attend church 
together, even though Ellen's Presbyterian background makes 
her suspicious of Catholic ritual. Although More still 
admires her beauty, he does not impose his desires on her 
and treat her as an object to be had. The final image in 
the novel is of Ellen and Tom entwined together like ivy, a 
vivid metaphor for the kind of intersubjectivity Percy calls 
us to develop with other people. Therefore at the 
conclusion, More will lead a satisfying, though not perfect, 
life of hope in the midst of the uncertainty of endings with 
human love and a faith in God's love to support him.
On a surface level, Love in the Ruins seems to follow 
Percy's simple formula for faith. Dr. Thomas More moves 
from a point of catastrophe to an awareness and judgment of 
his predicament to a state of grace through faith in God and 
a loving relationship with his wife, Ellen. At the same 
time, however, Love in the Ruins is perhaps Percy's most 
political novel, for it attacks the dangers of naive 
apocalyptic thinking, especially as this naive thinking
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manifests itself in Dr. Thomas More, the scientific 
community, and finally in American society and the American 
Dream.
Initially, Dr. Thomas More's actions symbolize naive 
apocalyptic thinking. He is convinced the final days are at 
hand. The novel opens with his saying, "Here I 
sit...waiting for the end of the world” (LR 3). He is sure 
of the signs: buzzards, the "vines" that "began to sprout
in earnest," the schism of the Catholic church, the Rotary 
banner, "rent top to bottom like the temple veil," and the 
atrocities of violence that run rampant (LR 5, 6, 8, 9).
More describes the time by saying, "Principalities and 
powers are everywhere victorious. Wickedness flourishes in 
high places" (LR 5). It is his belief in these signs of 
disaster that influence his actions.
The oncoming catastrophe dominates Dr. More in the same 
way that it dominates Will Barrett in The Second Coming 
(1980).32 Like the premillennialists who believe that the 
Second Coming of Christ will usher in the millennium, a 
period of a thousand years of Christ*s reign on earth before 
the establishment of a new heaven and new earth, Will 
believes that the return of Christ will be preceded by 
certain signs. The novel opens with symbols of imminent 
disaster: "a strange bird," a purple and gold cloud that
"went boiling up higher and higher like the cloud over 
Hiroshima," and the Jews returning to the Holy Land, "a sign
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of God's plan working out" (SC 3). Will conducts an 
experiment "to settle once and for all the question of God's 
existence," by entering Lost Cove Cave where he will wait 
for the Second Coming. For Barrett, the millennium would 
prove God's existence and thus impose order onto his 
otherwise orderless and mundane existence.
Will Barrett's and Thomas More's recognition of these 
millennial symbols is ironic since the symbols acquire 
significance only in terms of both men's anticipation of the 
end. Naively, More takes ordinary occurrences, such as the 
vines sprouting through the masonry that are merely symbols 
— "fictions" that change as the needs of interpretation 
change— and turns them into absolute signs that prove his
predications that the end is near. He turns fictions into
myths.
The reader sees these portents of disaster only through 
More's eyes, and from the beginning, the reader calls his 
reliability as a narrator into question. For instance, he 
confesses to his mental instability: "The truth is that,
although I am a physician, my health, especially my mental 
health, has been very poor lately" (LR 10). He is under 
patient-staff status at the Federal Hospital where he
committed himself after his suicide attempt. Furthermore,
he hallucinates while in the hospital, and back at home, he 
displays paranoia, convinced that someone is following him 
and has shot at him. The question the reader must ask
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throughout the action is who is more crazy, Tom More or the 
rest of the world? This uncertainty makes us distrust his 
motives and his observations of the world around him.
More's naive approach to the apocalypse is potentially 
dangerous. As myths in Kermode's words, "tend like prophecy 
to shape a future to confirm it,” so too More participates 
in shaping his apocalyptic future in order to confirm his 
sense of the end.33 He not only waits and prepares for the 
end of the world but also attempts to bring about the 
millennium. Raising himself to divine status, More uses his 
invention, The More Qualitative-Quantitative Ontological 
Lapsometer, to bring an end to what he sees as a broken and 
sundered world. It is his use of the lapsometer that is 
naive, for with it he hopes to create a whole man, one who 
does not suffer from the Mind/Body split begun with the fall 
of man from the Garden. More also believes that this split, 
what he calls "angelism" or abstraction over "beastialism" 
or concreteness is the source of all problems facing modern 
men and women. More contends that men and women have been 
striving to improve upon the mind, exalt abstract reason and 
depart from the physical. For example, one patient has "so 
abstracted himself from the world around him, seeing things 
as theories and himself as a shadow that he cannot, so to 
speak, reenter the lovely ordinary world" (LR 33). With his 
invention, then, More intends to discover answers and to 
bring about an end of humananity's problems by uniting the
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abstracted spirit with the beastial body in correct 
proportions (LR 34).
The desire for recognition and fame among his peers, 
the "vanity of scientists," influences More's action 
throughout the novel(LR 7). He asks himself, "Which 
prospect is more unpleasant, the destruction of the world, 
or that the destruction may come before my achievement is 
made known?" (LR 7). Evidently for More, publishing his 
findings is more important because, like Dr. Faustus, More 
signs a contract with Art Immelman, a modern devil who 
appears from nowhere notably while More listens to Don 
Giovanni's descent into hell. Immelman smells like 
brimstone, offers More the ionizer, the key to making the 
lapsometer therepeutic, and promises him the Nobel Prize.
At first the machine can only diagnose. It works like an 
encephalograph, but instead of revealing objective 
pathologies like tumors and strokes, it reveals emotional 
pathologies: terrors, rages and abstractions. With the 
ionizer, however, the lapsometer uses doses of Heavy Sodium 
and Chloride to activate certain brain centers, causing 
either abstraction or concreteness. More uses it either to 
treat his patients with extreme beastialism by activating 
the center of their brain that controls abstraction or to 
treat his patients with extreme abstraction by activating 
their brain center that stimulates concreteness.
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More wants, by his ingenuity, to make it possible for 
fallen man to "re-enter paradise, so to speak" as a whole 
man (LR 3 5) . Like Lance Lamar in Lancelot who desires to 
return to a state of innocence, More yearns for an end to 
this troubled existence and a return to a Utopian world, a 
Prelapsarian Paradise. For Lancelot, this Edenic state can 
only be achieved after a period of vast destruction. For 
More, his "stethoscope of the spirit," can "save the world 
or destroy it" (LR 7). The lapsometer has destructive 
potential if used in areas of Heavy Salt deposits, and it so 
happens that the area of Louisiana where the action takes 
place sits on a dome of salt. Worse, Art Immelman takes 
the case of lapsometers and hands them out to the medical 
students in the Pit and thereby creates a state of chaos. 
While the lapsometers are in the possession of Immelman, 
there remains a chance, as young Charlie Parker says, that 
"the whole swamp might go up in a Heavy-Sodium reaction" (LR 
50). The dangers are more than physical, for the President 
and the Vice-President tour the area, and the Heavyr-Salt 
reaction could result in an explosion between the two 
political parties, the Knotheads and the Lefts.
The worst destructive possibility, however, lies in the 
machine's ability to "inflame and worsen the secret ills of 
the spirit and rive the very self from the self" leaving 
human beings in abstraction to orbit the earth and
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themselves (LR 5). More explains the effect of Immelman's
giving a medical student a large dose of heavy sodium ions:
It would render him totally abstracted from 
himself, totally alienated from the concrete 
world, and in such a state of angelism that he 
will fall prey to the first abstract notion 
proposed to him and will kill anybody who gets in 
his way, torture, execute, wipe out entire 
populations, all with the best possible 
intentions, in fact in the name of peace and 
freedom, etcetera.
(LR 311)
In this context, angelism is like the naive apocalyptic 
thinking that imposes absolutes in the form of abstract 
notions onto a dynamic and pluralistic society. The danger 
would be present for not only the individual who suffers 
from angelism, but also for the society who interacts with 
the individual.
Even though Immelman possesses the Lapsometer against 
More's wishes, More remains responsible for his invention 
and its destructive potential. He says, ''I have reason to 
believe that within the next two hours an unprecedented 
fallout of noxious particles will settle hereabout... a 
catastrophe whose cause and effects— and prevention— are 
known only to me" (LR 5). For even though he is aware of 
the danger of endings, he nevertheless uses his own 
invention to bring about the end of not only his patients' 
but also his own woes. He thereby contributes to the 
possible destruction of the swamp and the human spirit.
More, however, does not unite humans to their souls; 
nor does he engineer the end. Instead he returns to a
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fairly conventional life which includes marriage, children, 
and church. More1s renewed faith in God is a critical 
aspect of Percy's message to the reader. In an interview 
Percy says about More, "The big mistake was in him that he 
could believe he could treat a spiritual disease with a 
scientific device however sophisticated."34 Significantly, 
it is only after More gives up his faith in his own sense of 
order and believes instead in God's command over the random 
events in life that More achieves happiness and 
fulfillment.
At the end of Love in the Ruins. More has accepted a 
new way of life. In the epilogue he says, "Here's the 
difference between this age and the last. Now while you 
work, you also watch and listen and wait. In the last age 
we planned projects and cast ahead of ourselves. We set out 
to 'reach goals'..."(LR 381-382). Now More will live a 
content life as a wayfarer with Ellen, and "watch, listen 
and wait" for "news from across the sea," signs of God's 
grace.
Love in the Ruins is a comment, then, on the futility 
as well as the danger of human's efforts to turn fictions 
into myths. The novel concludes that the uncritical 
acceptance of the belief that worlds must end and that man 
has a hand in endings is dangerous. It interferes with 
God's realm and time, a sphere human beings must leave to 
God. Men and women must be content with the everydayness,
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take responsibility for one another as men and women who 
find themselves in the same tentative position, and wait for 
signs of grace.
CHAPTER III
APOCALYPTIC SATIRE: THE AMERICAN MILLENNIAL MISSION
Throughout Love in the Ruins, Percy juxtaposes Thomas 
More's efforts with America's obsessive determination to 
establish a nation outside of history. The novel, 
therefore, is not only the story of the failure of Dr.
Thomas More to influence endings; it also represents an 
allegory of America's failed millennial mission and the 
dangers lying therein.
Since the founding of the nation, the shaping force in 
American society has been the American Dream. Inherent in 
the American Dream is the idea of a millennial mission, the 
belief that Americans are a chosen people, and "the 
appointed agent of the apocalypse," whether it be a 
religious apocalypse or a political or social apocalypse.35 
The discovery of America, as Ernest Tuveson argues in his 
study of America's millennial vision entitled Redeemer 
Nation. was itself apocalyptic, developing from the 
apocalyptic hopes of the Protestant Reformation. The 
Reformation was seen as the beginning of a process within 
history which would lead to the establishment of God's 
Kingdom. Colonists and pioneers believed America to be the 
site of the Western millennium, and its future destiny to be 
linked by prophecy with God's plan for the world. Tuveson
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points to John Adams1s writing about the founding of America 
as evidence of American's sense of themselves as a 
millennial and chosen people. Adams says, "I always 
consider the settlement of America with reverence and 
wonder, as the opening of a grand scheme and design in 
Providence for the illumination of the ignorant, and the 
emancipation of the slavish part of mankind all over the 
earth."36 And in order to fulfill their own sense of 
themselves as a chosen people, Americans have worked to 
create a type of heaven on earth, a paradise of tranquility, 
wealth and leisure which is at the heart of the American 
Dream.
In Love in the Ruins the American Dream is portrayed as 
the quintessential expression of naive apocalyptic thinking, 
humanity's determination to impose order without regard for 
the consequences or for God's work and time. Throughout 
Love in the Ruins. Percy draws parallels between More's 
actions and America's own milliennial efforts. First, the 
events of the novel take place during the Fourth of July 
holiday, the celebration of America's establishing 
independence from the mother country and its forming a new 
government to rule a new world. Second, the novel is set in 
"Paradise Estates," a utopia for the upper class and a 
symbol of America's efforts to establish an Eden on earth.
It parodies Edward Hick's painting, The Peaceable Kingdom, a 
representation of the New America as Eden.37 In Paradise
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Estates, "houses sparkle like jewelry in the sunlight. 
Emerald fairways run alongside sleepy bayous. Here everyone 
gets along well, heathen and Christian, Jew and Gentile, 
Northerner and Southerner, liberal and conservative” (LR 
16) .
It is clear in the novel, however, that this effort to
establish a human-made paradise has, like More’s mission,
proven futile, and the idealized vision of American harmony
has failed. In the background of the novel the radial
politicians, the Left, and the religious fanatics, the
Knotheads, battle for control of America, and in Louisiana,
the Bantus, a black military faction tired of being socially
and economically oppressed, fight to take over Paradise
Estates. More says, "The center did not hold," meaning that
order did not prevail in the American Paradise (LR 18).
There is a sense that without order, without a sense of
mission, Americans are lost in a timeless passage through
history. More says:
Is it that God has at last removed his blessing 
from the U.S.A. and what we feel now is just the 
clank of the old historical machinery, the sudden 
jerking ahead of the roller-coaster cars as the 
chain catches hold and carries us back into 
history with its ordinary catastrophes, carries us 
out and up toward the brink from that felicitous 
and privileged siding where even unbelievers 
admitted that if it was not God who blessed the 
U.S.A., then at least some great good luck had 
befallen us, and that now the blessing or the 
luck is over, the machinery clanks, the chain 
catches hold, and the cars jerk foward?"
(LR 3)
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In More's description, the clank of the machinery
represents a life of continuous progression without
beginnings or endings, without God's blessing on a chosen
people. It is a life that Americans both fear and rebel
against, and it is this rebellion that gave birth to the
distinctly American and perhaps dangerous image of the hero.
In his study of the apocalypse in American literature
entitled American Apocalypse; The Image of the End of the
World in American Literature. Douglas Robinson defines the
apocalyptic hero:
Suppose instead [of God] that man is the 
apocalyptic agent...an American, a hero, a world- 
historical figure who shapes his times rather than 
be shaped by them. Suppose, that is to say, the 
American is a god— or a devil— it doesn't matter 
which, so long as his power is sufficient to 
control his temporal and spatial environment. The 
American hero must therefore be elevated to divine 
status so as to be able to create, like God, ex 
nihilo, or lowered to satanic status so as to be 
empowered to combat the tyrannies of worldly 
ignorance and superstition through iconoclastic 
revolt.38
In Love in the Ruins. Thomas More is Percy's parody of the 
American hero, for through his control of the Lapsometer, 
More, like the American hero, believes that his power is 
sufficient to control his environment. He proclaims, "But 
wait. It is still not too late. I can save America! I 
know something. I know what is wrong! I hit on something, 
made a breakthrough, came upon a discovery! I can save the 
terrible God-blessed Americans from themselves!" (LR 54).
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More falsely considers himself a savior of sorts. He 
elevates himself to the status of God, attempting to cure 
what he views as the problems God has created for man, 
although because of his human limitations, he has powers to 
destroy rather than to create. More naively believes that 
he can restore America to his sense of its former glory.
He seemingly refuses to accept the responsibility for his 
own use of the lapsometer in areas that might cause a 
reaction. He does not seem to have the ability to judge his 
own culpability in the destruction occurring in Louisiana 
because of his invention and his use of that invention.
America has the potential, like More, of turning the 
fiction of its millennial mission into an unchanging myth 
and shaping the future of the world to confirm that myth. 
Percy perhaps sees that this potential is all too real, 
given Amer ica * s power and involvement in the shaping of 
world history, and its position as a world leader in science 
and technology. Part of Percy's criticism of America is its 
wholesale sell-out to scientific humanism. What began as 
America's millennial mission to establigh God's kingdom on 
earth has become a scientific mission to establish human 
perfection, yet it is a project that is conducted without 
faith and without a personal relationship with God.
The satire of the scientific community is embodied both 
in Percy's discussion of More's scientific hubris and in his 
chronicling of the experiments conducted at Fedville.
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Fedville is a government complex that houses the Medical 
School, NASA, the Behavioral Institute, where they condition 
people out of socially inappropriate behavior, the Geriatic 
Center, where Qualitarians practice euthanasia, and the Love 
Clinic, where as Percy says, "you have love and sex as a 
piece of objective behavior."39 Fedville embodies the 
technological and scientific aspects of the American Dream. 
At Fedville, new discoveries and experiments assist in the 
formation of a perfect society, a Garden of Eden where the 
elderly do not suffer the pain of aging, and illnesses and 
neuroses become disorders of the past.
The satirical climax occurs when Dr. More defends Mr. 
Ives in "The Pit," the annual clinical debate given by 
doctors before an assembly of medical students. Mr. Ives is 
a grouchy old man whom the Qualitarians want to ship to the 
Happy Isles where he will undergo euthanasia because he has 
not responded to behavioral conditioning in the "Skinner 
Box." They are opposed to Mr. Ives's anti-social behavior 
in the Geriatric Center where he refused to play 
shuffleboard or to make pottery, and where he even defecated 
on the "Flirtation Walk." He has since refused to talk or 
move, and the Qualitarians diagnose he has suffered from a 
stroke. They argue his quality of life is impaired and 
propose euthanasia as the only humane solution to his 
problem. In his own defense before the students in the Pit, 
Mr. Ives finally speaks: "There is only one kind of response
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to those who would control your responses by throwing you in 
a Skinner Box.... To refuse to respond at all” (LR 221).
Mr. Ives makes it clear what the threat of the Behaviorists 
and Qualitarians at Fedville is to a free society. They act
within a framework of myths and absolutes. They suppose
their scientific solutions provide, to use Kermode's words, 
"total and adequate explanations of things as they are and 
were."40 And with their Skinner Box and euthanasia, they 
will shape the future society to confirm their 
explanations.
The problem Percy points to in his satire is that the 
Behaviorists do not know how to account for Mr. Ives *s 
individuality and incorporate it into their neat system of 
responses. When Ives refuses to participate as a member of 
the group, then euthanasia becomes the alternative. What 
More proves in his defense of Mr. Ives is that this type of
scientific conduct dehumanizes; it takes away an
individual*s autonomy and results in real endings of human 
life. Therefore, the scientific community’s efforts to 
realize the American Dream, to form the perfect society in 
which pain and disease are conditioned out of human 
experience, prove to be a kind of naive apocalyptic 
thinking. These efforts pose a danger, according to Percy, 
to the world and therefore become the subject of his satire. 
The Behaviorists* ends do not justify their means. In the 
same manner that Thomas More uses his lapsometer to create
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a prelapsarian paradise, the Behaviorists use human lives 
to create their utopian society. Percy argues they must 
realize the ultimate power to influence endings and create 
perfection lies forever beyond their control and accept 
this limitation and the uncertainty that comes with it.
CHAPTER IV
THE PARADOX OF ENDINGS AND NARRATIVE STRUCTURE
In Love in the Ruins. the novel *s theme of the dangers 
of naive apocalyptic thinking and the necessity of accepting 
limitations is further developed through the narrative 
structure. Percy not only averts the end of his novel's 
world, but he also averts the end of the novel. How Percy 
choses to end or not to end his novel reflects his 
perception of real beginnings and endings.
Percy writes consciously from the modern perspective. 
Notably, modern fiction has attempted to recall in form the 
orderless experience of modern existence by rejecting 
traditional endings of poetic justice. Rather than neatly 
tying up loose ends or solving mysterious events, modern 
novels experiment with open-endings that reflect the 
predicament in which modern man finds himself, stuck "in the 
middest." Modern critics like J. Hillis Miller contend that 
neither beginnings nor endings exist in narrative structure. 
Miller argues, "No narrative can show either its beginning 
or its ending. It always begins and ends still in medias 
res, presupposing as a future anterior, some part of itself 
outside itself."41 If, as Miller argues, denouement is 
considered a tying up of loose ends in a knot, this knot can 
always be unraveled again by the narrator or by future
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events. If, on the other hand, denouement is considered an
unraveling or a straightening of knotted intrigues, then the
novel leaves, "not one loose thread but a multitude, side by
side, all capable of being knotted together once more."42
Miller argues that marriage and death, traditional
poetic justice, are not really endings at all but rather new
beginnings. He states:
If marriage, the tying of the marriage bond, is a 
cessation of the story, it is also the beginning 
of another cycle in the endless sequences of 
generations.... Death, seemingly a definitive end, 
always leaves behind some musing or bewildered 
survivor.43
Narrative structure reflects, therefore, the paradox of 
endings: the knowledge that endings never occur and the 
knowledge that even though we long for endings like happy
marriages or death, order of that kind escapes us.
Seemingly aware of this paradox in narrative structure, 
Percy purposefully leaves his novels open-ended, or he links 
the end of one novel to another in a sequel. Both types of 
would-be closure represent an attempt to defer endings, and 
in so doing, Percy creates a confrontational relationship 
with his reader and deliberately thwarts the reader's 
expectations in order to reiterate his message that humans 
must accept the uncertainties of everyday life.
Percy tries to shock his readers out of a posture at
the novel's end that makes narrative structure, like naive 
apocalypses, a wish-fulfillment. Readers enjoy novels, 
even get lost in plots, because they have a structure that
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does not exist in the reader's experience. Kermodes 
reflects, "The world a novel makes is unlike the world of 
our common experience because it is created and because it 
has the potency of a humanly imaginative creation."44 
Kermode argues that for readers, novels have real beginnings 
and ends even if the world does not: "It is one of the
great charms of books that they have to end."45 Percy, 
however, tries to shock the reader out of a sense of 
security in novels1 endings and make us aware of the paradox 
of endings.
Percy writes open-ended novels, an example of which is 
Lancelot. The whole narrative structure is based on a 
conversation Lance has in his cell at the asylum with a 
priest named Percival. Throughout the novel, Percival has 
remained silent while Lance recalls how he discovered his 
wife's infidelity and how he destroyed her and "Belle Isle." 
When, however, Lancelot asks, "Very well. I've finished.
Is there anything you wish to tell me...?" Percival answers, 
"Yes" (L 279). The last word in the novel is Percival's 
simple response. The novel does not narrate what Percival 
wishes to share with Lancelot? rather, Percy depends on the 
reader to supply a final message, the novel's continuation. 
Therefore the reader must accept the uncertainties of 
narrative endings just as he or she, like Percy's 
characters, must accept the uncertainties of everyday life.
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Percy also intertwines beginnings and endings in his 
novels. There is a certain circularity about the plot of 
Love in the Ruins. The novel begins with the end. The 
novel opens in Chapter One on Tuesday, July fourth at 
5*o' clock in the afternoon. Chronologically, Chapter One is 
the next to last scene of the novel in which More hides out 
in a pine grove with his gun, guarding the Howard Johnson's 
Hotel while he also watches for signs of danger. More finds 
himself in the midst of crisis and believes the end of the 
world approaches. He is convinced that a fallout of Heavy 
Sodium particles will occur at the same time that the Bantus 
gorillas stage a revolution in Paradise Estates. While he 
waits and watches, he remembers his past life with Doris and 
Samantha and introduces his invention, the lapsometer.
The next three chapters narrate the action on the three 
days preceding the Fourth of July. They tell of More's 
discovering that somthing had gone amiss in the world around 
him and of his brushes with a sniper. The chapters also 
narrate the details of his affairs with Lola and Moira, of 
his preparations for escaping the catastrophe, and of his 
surviving with the women in the Howard Johnson's which he 
has turned into a bomb shelter of sorts. Finally, Chapters 
Two, Three and Four introduce Ellen, his faithful nurse and 
future wife as well as Art Immelman, the novel's antagonist.
Chapter Five returns to July the fourth but begins at 
8:30 in the morning, an earlier time in the day when More
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has his rendezvous with Moira at the Howard Johnson’s.
During their date in Chapter Five, violence breaks out in 
Paradise Estates and More prepares for the end, gearing 
himself up to stand guard with his lapsometer against 
destruction. The events, then, in Chapter Five precede the 
events told in Chapter One.
Chapter Six, the last chapter in the novel, recalls the 
beginning of the novel in situation and in language. At the 
end of Chapter One, More has succumbed to the power of 
exhaustion and fallen asleep while on guard in the pine 
grove. Chapter Six opens with More's waking up in the pine 
grove. It picks up the plot where the first chapter ends. 
While More slept, the PGA tournament has come within view of 
More's guard post. More finds his friends and collegues 
playing golf over burning sandtraps which, as More explains 
in Chapter One, are a sign that a Heavy Sodium fallout has 
occurred and the end is near. In this chapter, however, the 
catastrophe turns out to be only isolated fires, and the 
Bantus' revolution merely random vandalism. The 
apocalypse, therefore, does not occur. Art Immelman 
disappears into the smoke like a figment of More's 
imagination, and Ellen, after smoothing down his eyebrows, 
picks More up and takes him home. In fact, the ending is 
rather anticlimatic, with More returning to his life in "the 
middest." More reflects on the failure of endings at the 
close of the chapter:
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Life still had its same peculiar tentativeness, 
people living as usual by fits and starts, aiming 
and missing, while present time went humming....
If only we hadn't been defeated by humdrum 
humming present time and missed it, missed 
ourselves, missed everything.
(LR 353)
Here More describes the tentative position in which he finds 
himself and in which the novel itself ends.
Paradoxically, this last chapter reveals thematically 
that endings do not take place, and appropriately, the novel 
does not end when the central action has ended. Chapter Six 
is followed by an Epilogue that describes a time five years 
after the events in the first six chapters. The setting is 
Christmas Eve, and Ellen and Tom, now married with two 
children, prepare for the holiday in their humble 
surroundings and enjoy the simple pleasures of new boots, 
grits and a Sears Best Matress. In the Epilogue, Tom also 
goes to confession and renews his faith in the Church. The 
Epilogue ends with Tom and Ellen entwined in each other's 
arms. There is no conclusive action, no confirmation of an 
end of the world or the end of the novel but rather a new 
beginning in marriage and in the Church for Thomas More. 
Implicit in More's life with Ellen is the acceptance of the 
tentative nature of time and of human existence within time.
Structurally, time does not flow linearly from past to 
present or from present to future. Present merges into the 
past, and the past merges into the future disconfirming a 
sense of a comprehensible ending. Thus Love in the Ruins
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begins and ends, as Miller would say, "still in medias 
res." The events in the life of Dr. Thomas More do not end; 
the plot of the novel does not end. Indeed, both are 
continued as "a future anterior, some part of itself outside 
itself," to use Miller's words, in a sequel entitled The 
Thanatos Syndrome (1987).46
The Thanatos Syndrome continues the story of Thomas 
More several years after the events portrayed in the 
Epilogue of Love in the Ruins. In the Epilogue of the first 
novel, More has become content to live a simple life and 
seems to have accepted the tentative nature of modern 
existence. In The Thanatos Syndrome. More continues to plod 
along accepting both his successes and his failures. In the 
time elapsed between the two novels, he has gotten into 
minor trouble with the law for distributing amphetamines to 
truck drivers and has served two years in prison. At the 
opening of the novel, he has returned home to practice old 
fashioned psychiatry and pick up where he left off with 
Ellen and their two children.
The Thanatos Syndrome is not Percy's first sequel. The 
Second Coming (1980) Percy's last novel written before The 
Thanatos Syndrome continues the story of Will Barrett, the 
protagonist of The Last Gentleman (1966). Out of Percy's 
six novels, two are sequels to earlier novels. Writing 
sequels, therefore, appears to be a conscious attempt on 
Percy's part to deal with naive apocalyptic thinking not
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only as a thematic concern but also as a concern of
narrative structure.
A sequel continues the character's life in time and
reopens the plot and the characters to further development.
Even more significant, a sequel exposes the first novel to
further analysis and criticism. In The Thanatos Syndrome.
More reflects back upon his actions in Love in the Ruins and
analyzes them:
Two years in the clink have taught me a thing or 
two....At one time I thought the world was going 
mad and that it was up to me to diagnose the 
madness and treat it. I became grandiose, even 
Faustian. Prison does wonders for meglomania.
Instead of striking pacts with the Devil to save 
the world— yes I was nuts— I spent two years 
driving a tractor.
(TS 67)
More's comments on his own behavior in Love in the Ruins 
help expand the reader's understandings of his character and 
the plot of the first novel. More's self-analysis 
reinforces the idea that he is an unreliable narrator in 
Love in the Ruins and that Art Immelman is a temptor figure. 
The Thanatos Syndrome as a sequel, therefore, is a form of 
self-reflexive literary criticism of Love in the Ruins. The 
Thanatos Syndrome establishes Love in the Ruins within a 
larger framework of Percy's fiction and stresses its 
relationship to other texts written after its publication in 
1971. It reinforces the idea that Love in the Ruins is 
indeed a turning point in Percy's thoughts and writings.
Love in the Ruins' circular plot structure, its
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tentativeness, and its sequel, The Thanatos Syndrome. show a 
conscious effort on Percy*s part to mirror the theme 
portrayed in Love in the Ruins about the dangers of naive 
apocalyptic thinking in the face of the knowledge that 
endings do not occur. Even in literature, we must not read 
endings as absolutes; instead, we must accept the tentative 
nature of fictional endings and real endings.
It seems contradictory to offer a conclusion to an 
essay which explores Percy1s premise that we cannot, 
indeed, we should not, find either real or fictive endings. 
If I were to suppose that my thesis was the argument to end 
all arguments on Percy*s use of the apocalypse in his 
writing, then I too would fall prey to a version of naive 
apocalyptic thinking. Percy, however, does offer an 
alternative not only for those of us who search for written 
endings but also for those who search for real endings. He 
suggests through the themes and narrative structure of his 
fiction that the uncertainty of everyday living and a 
healthy skepticism about apocalypses lead us to an 
awareness of our own limitations within time and history and 
of our need for intersubjectivity and faith. Setting up an 
**I-Thou** relationship with others, in turn, reconciles us to 
the predicament in which we find ourselves when we discover 
there are no firmly defined endings. So Percy calls us to 
live an intersubjective life that accepts on faith the 
tentative nature of our existence. It is a life lived in
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the awareness of and in the acceptance of the paradox of 
endings.
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